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An instant Wall Street Journal BestsellerThe definitive guide to communicating and connecting
in a hybrid world.Email replies that show up a week later. Video chats full of “oops sorry no you
go” and “can you hear me?!” Ambiguous text-messages. Weird punctuation you can’t make
heads or tails of. Is it any wonder communication takes us so much time and effort to figure out?
How did we lose our innate capacity to understand each other?Humans rely on body language
to connect and build trust, but with most of our communication happening from behind a screen,
traditional body language signals are no longer visible -- or are they? In Digital Body Language,
Erica Dhawan, a go-to thought leader on collaboration and a passionate communication junkie,
combines cutting edge research with engaging storytelling to decode the new signals and cues
that have replaced traditional body language across genders, generations, and culture. In real
life, we lean in, uncross our arms, smile, nod and make eye contact to show we listen and care.
Online, reading carefully is the new listening. Writing clearly is the new empathy. And a phone or
video call is worth a thousand emails.Digital Body Language will turn your daily
misunderstandings into a set of collectively understood laws that foster connection, no matter
the distance. Dhawan investigates a wide array of exchanges—from large conferences and
video meetings to daily emails, texts, IMs, and conference calls—and offers insights and
solutions to build trust and clarity to anyone in our ever changing world.
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for believing in me always.IntroductionAfter co-authoring my first book, Get Big Things Done:
The Power of Connectional Intelligence, I traveled the world, speaking and consulting with
companies and leaders on the challenges of twenty-first-century collaboration. My mission was
to help CEOs and organizations solve the practical challenges of managing across global,
multigenerational, matrixed, and virtual teams.Everywhere I went, the same questions kept
coming up: How do I keep my teams feeling connected to each other and to people on other
teams? How do I help people of different ages and working styles who rarely meet in person
communicate effectively? Why does it seem infinitely harder to foster trust, engagement, and the
confidence to take risks? And finally, why do my own communications so often seem to miss the
mark, producing unintended and anxiety-filled consequences?The more I worked with my
clients to solve these problems, the more obvious it became that they were caused by the very
digital tools that had set us free in so many ways. Our failure to grapple with the communication-
altering side effects of our shiny new digital tools—email, text messaging, PowerPoint, Zoom—
created widespread misunderstanding and conflict, which in turn manifested as across-the-
board anxiety, fear, distrust, and paranoia.The good news is that our communication problems
are eminently solvable with some attention to a skill I call digital body language. I have taught
many leaders how to model digital body language for their teams and how to introduce it to their
cultures, with remarkable results. I have trained managers, HR teams, and coaches how to
embed digital body language skills into their leadership programs. And I have advised everyone
from doctors using telehealth to professors using online learning platforms to lawyers,
consultants, and board directors using virtual meetings how to master this skill. One leader told
me that simple changes in digital body language not only transformed the communication in her
entire organization but also enhanced the customer experience that she was able to provide
from afar. Another executive told me it changed how he connected with his wife and children
while traveling for business.Now I’ll show you how digital body language can help you.When
people ask me how I started doing what I do, I tell them it’s a story that’s lasted my whole life.As
a first-generation American girl born to Indian parents, I came to English in an indirect way. I
grew up in a middle-class neighborhood outside of Pittsburgh. At home, my parents, both
physicians who had immigrated to the United States in their twenties, spoke Punjabi—a
language close to Hindi—and only rarely English. My mom and dad both made it a high priority



that my two siblings and I honored traditional Indian values and customs. Silence was a sign of
respect to elders, and listening a prized trait. Learning English, doing well academically, and
almost everything else came in second.Growing up in a white, conservative, suburban part of
the country, I spent a lot of my childhood trying to fit in. There weren’t many girls who looked like
me, or who were the children of immigrants, or who sat down for dinner every night at 9:00 p.m.
(Indian families tend to eat late.) At the same time, I felt almost no allegiance to India. Whenever
I visited, my family there referred to me as “the American-born cousin.” Who in India was named
Erica?Caught between two cultures, I went inside myself.Often you would hardly know if I was in
the room. In school I was shy, quiet, more an observer than a participant. Raising my hand or
calling any attention to myself was unimaginable to me. I did well in school and on tests, but the
comments in every report card I received from kindergarten to twelfth grade said the same thing:
I wish Erica spoke up more.As a girl pivoting between the thickly accented English of my parents
and my own bad Hindi and wanting to feel like I belonged somewhere, I developed a few tricks,
one of which was the ability to decipher other people’s body language. Body language offered
the key to understanding the foreign worlds around me. I became obsessed with decoding my
classmates’ signals and cues, no matter how subtle. Tone, pacing, pauses, gestures. The
popular girls walked around with their heads high, shoulders pulled back, almost literally looking
down on the rest of us. The older kids showed their disinterest by slouching during school
assemblies, their eyes turned to the ground or each other—never to the adult speaking. At
home, I holed up in my room watching Bollywood movies on my family’s old VCR, focusing on
the actors’ faces and hands instead of on the storyline (Hindi was still alien to me), rewinding
over and over again, trying to understand what was being said by observing the actors’
nonverbal cues.My preoccupation with translating nonverbal cues soon became a source of
power as I learned to mimic the body language of my more confident peers and decode what my
Hindi-speaking family members were saying to me with their furrowed brows.After September
11, 2001, virtually everyone who looked like me in America was suddenly treated with instant
suspicion in public spaces. One afternoon around that time, my father was waiting to pick me up
at the local YMCA after tennis practice. Someone behind the front desk panicked—my dad
“looked suspicious,” I guess—and called the police. For the next 45 minutes, my father fielded
questions from the officers, politely explaining that he worked as a cardiologist at a nearby
hospital. I looked on as he sat behind a table, speaking patiently with the officers—his eye
contact direct, his palms wide open, signaling his respect to the officers and his understanding
of why this was happening. I could also tell by his flushed cheeks that he was embarrassed. A
few months later, my dad donated a significant percentage of his income that year to the 9/11
fund.I remember being angry at the police, but also at my father. How could he respond with
kindness to what I saw as racial profiling and ignorance? Patiently, my father asked my siblings
and me, wouldn’t it be better to consider what other people might be thinking and feeling instead
of responding with indignation or rage? To put ourselves in their shoes? That was an inflection
point for me, a day I began thinking harder about how humans convey empathy via body



language and what it can accomplish.My interest in nonverbal communication continued in
college, where I read every book on the subject I could find; later, I called on my growing
expertise professionally when I began teaching public speaking. Being able to understand and
classify cues and signals, along with the poise and confidence this skill gave me, helped me win
internships and, eventually, ridiculously competitive job opportunities. All of this despite my
father’s insistence that Indian-Americans couldn’t succeed in business and that I should instead
focus on an occupation like medicine, or engineering, where Indians at least had a tradition of
success. But I persevered—and it seemed to pay off.My preoccupation with body language gave
me the confidence to teach courses in leadership as a graduate student and, later, as a teaching
fellow at both Harvard and MIT. It motivated me to start my own business before I was 30, which
I was able to scale from a what-if? idea into a global company despite having no clue what I was
doing, or any media experience, investors, or connections. Before I knew it, I was addressing
global leaders at the World Economic Forum, getting interviewed by Good Morning America
host Robin Roberts, becoming a “sought-after” keynote speaker by CEOs and top executives,
and teaching twenty-first-century collaboration skills to thousands of leaders across a range of
industries, companies, and countries.If it sounds like I’m bragging, please! I hope it’s clear by
now that what I consider my “expertise” comes from shyer, humbler beginnings. There’s a lot to
be said for being withdrawn, refusing to raise your hand in class, and watching Bollywood
movies alone in the dark after school. The point is, my whole life I’ve believed, as many do, that
the essence of empathy and trust isn’t about what we say but how we say it, and how often we
check ourselves to make sure that our words and their meanings are as deliberate and clear as
possible. Studying other people’s body language as well as my own has taught me a lot,
although the practical application of it has come through quite a bit of trial and error—in my case
mostly error.Hadn’t my own experience taught me that my poor posture and dead-fish
handshake made a negative impression on prospective employers? Hadn’t one teacher told me
that my habit of nervously twirling my hair signaled my insecurity? Hadn’t I found out that a
professor’s tightly set lips or tensed nostril signaled whether I had aced or blown a test or paper?
As a speaker, didn’t I know that the difference between success and failure was about intuiting
what an audience wanted and adjusting my message accordingly?Once, early in my career, I
delivered a keynote presentation in front of a big audience. It was the weekend, and the fourth
day of an all-firm lawyer retreat. Not surprisingly, the audience was tired, peevish, disengaged,
and tuned out. Some people looked overtly hostile. Others were slumped in their chairs, heads
hanging to the side, eyes glancing up at the clock. The last things anyone wanted to hear about
that day were the advantages of collaboration. Their body language almost begged me: Not
another framework, please.So I pivoted. Removing my heels, I took a seat on the edge of the
stage, and scrapped my usual introduction. “Talk about the emotions you’re feeling right now,” I
said. “Fatigue, tension, boredom, anticipation, rage, you name it…” Well, the mood in the room
changed, just like that. I was no longer talking at the audience; I was talking with them. Everyone
started to loosen up, relax, smile, laugh. A speech that could have been a disaster turned into an



interactive hour of genuine connection and animated discussion.Over the next few years I began
to make it a point, as I do today, to suss out the body language of audiences. Blank expressions
mean that I’m going too fast and need to slow down. Crossed arms signal defensiveness or
resentment. As for me, I know that gesturing or adjusting my hair too much signals my own lack
of confidence.This brings me to a few years ago, when I started hearing one story after the next
all centering on the same theme: miscommunication in the workplace.As I said, I’d been giving
keynote speeches and consulting with clients around the world, teaching people how to
collaborate better at work. The most common questions I received were: How can we innovate
faster and further by capitalizing on the expertise of digitally fluent employees while still
leveraging an experienced workforce that is set in its ways? And how can I get these two groups
to truly collaborate with each other? More and more clients and audience members of all ages
were expressing high levels of fear, anxiety, and paranoia about communication in their
workplace. Leaders were doing what they’d always done—for example, sharing messages of
support and trust with their colleagues and teams—but more and more of those messages were
being misunderstood, misinterpreted, or missed altogether. These leaders weren’t dumb or
lacking in social skills, and many were conversant in cutting-edge methods of building strong
cultures.As I dug more deeply into the responses I was getting, the biggest complaints seemed
to revolve around how communications were being translated inside those same workplaces.
That is, how a message that was meant to be friendly and to the point could be read by the
recipient as angry or resentful, causing less engagement and innovation and even the loss of
top performers.This issue was illustrated by a meeting I had with a client, a senior leader at
Johnson & Johnson whom I’ll call Kelsey, who had gotten some tough feedback from her team
on morale issues. In Kelsey’s performance review, her boss commented that her “empathy was
weak.” When Kelsey and I first met and began talking, I kept my eye out for the standard,
universal markers of subpar empathy: an inability to understand the needs of others, a lack of
proficiency in reading and using body language, poor listening skills, a failure to ask deep
questions. I was confused. Kelsey seemed to have fantastic empathy skills. She made me feel at
ease, her body language signaled respect and understanding, and she listened deeply and
carefully. What was going on?The answer had less to do with Kelsey and more to do with today’s
tech-reliant workplace. Instead of lacking empathy, Kelsey, like nearly everyone I counseled,
didn’t know what empathy meant anymore in a world where digital communication had made
once-clear signals, cues, and norms almost unintelligible. A tone of voice? Approachable body
language? Those things didn’t cut it anymore. The digital world required a new kind of body
language. The problem was that no one could agree on what even made up that kind of body
language.For example, Kelsey believed she was doing everyone a favor by keeping her emails
brief. But her team found them cold and ambiguous. Kelsey sent calendar invites at the last
minute with no explanation, which made her teammates feel disrespected, as though Kelsey’s
schedule mattered more than theirs. During strategy presentations, Kelsey would glance down
repeatedly at her phone, making others feel like she had checked out.Kelsey’s digital body



language, then, was abysmal. It canceled out the very real clarity that comes when workplace
colleagues (okay, humans in general) feel connected to one another via physical body
language.I realized that our understanding of body language needed to be redefined for the
contemporary workplace. Today we’re all “immigrants” learning a new culture and language,
except this time it’s in the digital space. Being a good leader today means not only being aware
of other people’s signals and cues but also mastering this new digital body language that didn’t
exist twenty years ago, and which most people today “speak” as badly as I spoke Hindi as a kid!
It was the world’s dirty little secret: some of the time—most of the time—people couldn’t make
heads or tails of the tone behind messages they were getting in emails, text messages,
conference calls, and so on. Nor were they entirely aware of how their own messages were
being received. More than just a glitch or a nuisance—technology is such a pain!—our shiny
new communication tools were causing serious issues. Work and decision-making had slowed.
Teams were in disarray. Employees were left unmotivated, distrustful, uncertain, and paranoid.It
seemed that misunderstood “digital body language”—or rather, the lack of a set of universally
agreed-upon rules—was creating big problems across the globe: in workplaces, communities,
and even families. Everyone knew about these problems, but no one talked about them, except
anecdotally. We had all grown up knowing how to read and write, some of us better than others
(says the girl who remembers the day in school when, reading aloud from George Orwell’s
Animal Farm, she pronounced the word “peculiar” as “peck-you-liar,” which her classmates never
let her forget), but there was no instruction manual about how to read signals and cues in a
digitized world. Instead, people at work were squandering hours or even days in uncertainty,
anxiety, and disquiet.I was hardly a Jedi Master at all this either. I’d wasted entire mornings
endlessly re-reading a single email, trying to figure out what an ellipsis or the single-word query
Thoughts? meant. I’d heard about friendships imploding over a WhatsApp conversation. What
about the “like” on Facebook or Instagram from a colleague who hadn’t returned your two recent
phone calls? (Did it signal “I’m sorry”? Was it a prelude to calling you back, a way of testing the
friendship waters? Or was it a signal that from now on, you and that person would now be
communicating exclusively via social media? What did it all mean? Something? Nothing?) What
about the executive who signs off every email with Thank you—doesn’t that show clarity? On the
face of it, sure—so why does it come across to his colleagues as insincere and inauthentic?I
genuinely believe most people have good intentions. They just may not know how to convey
those intentions.How can we re-establish genuine trust and connection, no matter the distance?
By creating a nuts-and-bolts rulebook for clear communications in the modern digital world.
Communicating what we really mean today requires that we understand today’s signals and
cues at a granular level while developing a heightened sensitivity to words, nuance, subtext,
humor, and punctuation—things we mostly think of as the field of operations for professional
writers.But if you think writing clearly is a niche or inessential skill, think again. When asked what
the best investment professionals could make in their careers was, Julie Sweet, global CEO of
Accenture, answered, “Develop excellent communication skills.”1 Sweet added that any



employee, even a junior-level one, could significantly heighten their value by “articulately
summariz[ing] a meeting … put[ting] together a presentation and [sending] emails that are really
salient and to the point.”2 Much has been said about developing top-of-the-line presentation and
public-speaking skills, but Julie Sweet has seen the future, one in which a supposedly “soft” skill
—communicating well, especially in your writing—is a critical competitive advantage.What does
good digital body language look like in action? It means never assuming that our own digital
habits (e.g., answering every email we get within 30 seconds, or never listening to our
voicemails) are shared by everybody else. It means taking a few extra seconds to ask ourselves
whether our sentences, words, or even punctuation might be misinterpreted. It means being
hyperconscious of the signals and cues we send out, constantly checking in with ourselves, and
learning along the way.The book you’re holding in your hands decodes the signals and cues of
who gets heard, who gets credit, and what gets done in our ever-changing world. It will serve as
a commonsense playbook that will help you understand how to communicate your ideas,
negotiate relationships, speak your truth, and build trust and confidence with people very
different from you. In the pages ahead, I will introduce simple strategies to help you and your
teams understand each other and banish the confusion, frustration, and misunderstanding that
arise from email, video, instant messaging, and even live meetings. My mission is to help you get
closer to anyone—intellectually, emotionally, personally, professionally—and make you stand out
as a trusted, straightforward leader, no matter the distance.PART ONEDigital Elements of
StyleCHAPTER 1What Is Digital Body Language?They had been going out for three years when
the fight, conducted exclusively via text message, occurred. The fight lasted for hours, back and
forth, until at one point, frustrated and weary, Laura tapped out, So r we thru?I guess so, Dave
replied.Laura was devastated. She called in sick to work the next day, and spent the next 24
hours mourning the loss of her relationship by meeting with friends, looking through old photos,
and crying. The next night, Dave appeared on her doorstep. Laura, puffy-eyed, answered the
door. “Did you forget about the dinner we planned a few days ago?” he said. “You said we were
through,” Laura said. “I meant we were through arguing,” Dave said, “not through as in you and
me.”Oh.Most of us have had exchanges like this in our personal lives (though maybe not quite so
dramatic)—communications so confusing and crowded with intimations that we spend an entire
day trying to make sense of them.Now take these same dynamics and transfer them to the
average workplace.Jack, a midlevel manager, gets an email from his boss. The last sentence—
That’ll be fine.—leaves him anxious. The period that punctuates it seems to dominate the
screen, a black bead, a microbomb, lethal, suggestive, and—Jack would swear—disapproving.
Did I screw up? Or is he merely overthinking it? If he’s not, how can he work for a boss who’s so
oblivious about the implications of a period?Here’s another: A positive, enthusiastic female boss
headquartered in New York is assigned to lead a remote team based in Dallas. One of its
members, a young guy named Sam, flies to New York a few months later for his first face-to-face
meeting with his new boss. After a good preliminary discussion, the boss asks, “So what were
your first impressions of me?” Sam hesitates, then admits they weren’t all that good. Almost all of



his boss’s communications were no frills and to the point, leading Sam to believe she was
unfriendly, withholding, and probably cold. In person, though, she’s the opposite. What made
him feel that way? she asks. Sam had to confess it was because she didn’t use abbreviations or
exclamation marks.!!!!!!!!!When punctuation and acronyms set us off into bouts of uncertainty,
self-doubt, anxiety, anger, self-hatred, and mistrust, we can be sure we’re living in unmapped
times.I grew up reading—and re-reading—the books of Deborah Tannen. In 1990, Tannen, a
professor of linguistics at Georgetown University, published her book You Just Don’t
Understand: Women and Men in Conversation. I wasn’t the only one; everyone seemed to be
reading Tannen’s book. An analysis of how we talk to one another using indirection, interruption,
pauses, humor, and pacing, You Just Don’t Understand dominated national conversations,
spent four years on the New York Times bestseller list, and was translated into 30
languages.None of us needs a linguistics degree to know that the ways we communicate
meaning today are more confusing than ever. Why? Well, Tannen studied body language almost
exclusively in face-to-face interactions. Her work was informed by linguistics, gender, and
evolutionary biology, but also by what you and I convey whenever we cross our arms, look away,
or blink. None of us, including Tannen, could have predicted that the majority of our connections
would be virtual today. Contemporary communication relies more than ever on how we say
something rather than on what we say. That is, our digital body language. When the internet
came along, everyone was given a dais and a microphone, but no one was told how to use
them. We all just picked things up as we went along. And the mistakes we’ve made along the
way have had real consequences in business.You see, these days, we don’t talk the talk or even
walk the talk. We write the talk.Texts, emails, instant messages, and video calls are ultimately
visual forms of communication. What’s more, each of us has different expectations and instincts
about whether it’s appropriate to send a text or an email, when to look in the camera during a
video call, how long to wait before we write someone back, and how to write a digital thank-you
or apology without seeming sloppy or insincere. Our word choices, response times, video
meeting styles, email sign-offs, and even our email signatures create impressions that can either
enhance or wreck our closest relationships in the workplace (not to mention in our personal
lives).Today, roughly 70 percent of all communication among teams is virtual. We send around
306 billion emails every day, with the average person sending 30 emails daily and fielding 96.1
According to the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 50 percent of the time the “tone”
of our emails is misinterpreted.2 Fifty percent! Imagine saying “I love you” to your partner, but
half the time their response is “Yeah, right.” Have I felt that exact feeling with my husband, Rahul,
after a text exchange? Not gonna lie—I’m guilty too!More data: the New York Times reports that
43 percent of working Americans spend at least some time working remotely,3 a percentage that
skyrocketed during the Covid-19 pandemic. Another study reported that 25 percent of
respondents said they socialize more frequently online than in person.4 A 2015 Pew survey
found that 90 percent of cell phone owners “frequently” carry their phones with them, with 76
percent admitting they turn off their phones “rarely” or “never.”5 The average person spends



nearly 116 minutes every day—that’s about 2 hours—on social media, which over an average
lifetime would add up to 5 years and 4 months.6Psychologist and science journalist Daniel
Goleman was the first to popularize the concept of “emotional intelligence,” or EI, in 1990.
Emotional intelligence refers to our ability to read other people’s signals and respond to them
appropriately while understanding and appreciating the world from others’ perspectives.Today,
“emotional intelligence” and “empathy” have become buzzwords. They are discussed at
roundtables. They are part of every mainstream education curriculum. They show up in value
statements across every industry—from professional services to healthcare to technology. And
they are trademark words in political campaigns and media conversations. Leaders have sold us
on the idea that seeing situations clearly from others’ perspectives can transform leadership
styles, work cultures, and business strategies. Empathy, it seems, advances morale, triggers
innovation, drives engagement and retention, and raises profits. Surely everyone can agree we
need more empathy in the world.Why, then, are we all facing a crisis of misunderstanding at
work?Well, a big problem is that reading emotion within the digital nature of the modern
workplace is difficult. When the concept of emotional intelligence was popularized, the digital era
was in its infancy. Email was a barely unwrapped toy. The very first smartphones were thick slabs
and rarely appeared at meetings. Texting was what European teenagers did. And video calls
were a foreign species. Today, many organizations and communities exist exclusively behind a
screen. We’ve shifted the way we create connections and, consequently, how we work with our
colleagues as well as our customers, community members, and audiences.The loss of
nonverbal body cues is among the most overlooked reasons why employees feel so disengaged
from others. If used properly, and at scale, empathetic body language equals employee
engagement. Disengagement happens not because people don’t want to be empathetic but
because with today’s tools, they don’t know how. Yes, a CEO can say, “My office door is always
open” and tell everyone he’s “accessible” and “approachable.” But what if he’s never actually in
the office and the only way to communicate with him is to jump into his daily queue of 200-plus
emails or Slack messages?Most of today’s workplaces, in fact, minimize the conditions
necessary to foster and augment clear communication, leading to widespread distrust,
resentment, and frustration. There is more physical distance between teams. There are fewer
face-to-face interactions. There is virtually no body language to read. Plus, every few months,
things seem to get faster (or maybe we’re all just imagining it), leaving us no choice but to adapt
to the newest normal. We become more thoughtless. We grow more accepting of distractions
and interruptions, more indifferent to the needs and emotions of colleagues and workmates.
This digital disconnect leads us to misinterpret, overlook, or ignore signals and cues, creating
entirely new waves of organizational dysfunction.The question is, why?We are cue-less. It’s
worth repeating: nonverbal cues make up 60 to 80 percent of face-to-face communication.7
Anthropologist Edward T. Hall called these signals and cues—posture, proximity, smiles,
pauses, yawns, tone, facial expressions, eye contact, hand gestures, and volume—“the silent
language.”How do we create connection when up to 70 percent of communication among teams



takes place digitally?Our ability to care is compromised. Remember how a handshake after a job
well done used to go a long way toward making you feel valued? Today, when team members
work in different spheres, departments, offices, and countries, a handshake is impossible. One
research study inserted very small delays into video calls to assess how colleagues judged one
another. For delays of only 1.2 seconds, people were more likely to be rated as less attentive,
friendly, and self-disciplined than if there was no delay.8 Even on video chats, a frozen screen or
a weird echo makes it hard for attendees to feel that their contributions are being heard and
valued, leaving us with the question:How do we show appreciation nowadays?Our timing is off.
When someone standing two feet away asks us a question, we respond instantly. We also know
when a conversation has come to a natural end. But today, we are no longer obliged to respond
to someone immediately (we have stuff to do!). At the same time, responding to employees’ or
clients’ “urgent” texts five hours later may leave them feeling ignored and resentful.How can we
find the balance between busy inboxes and response times that convey respect?Our screens
have altered our traditional body language. When we glance down at our phones or answer
“quick” texts during business meetings, one-on-ones, or lunch discussions, we tend to lose track
of our surroundings. We wrap up meetings faster than we should, overlook our colleague’s facial
expressions, his smiles, or the fact he just put down his pen to listen more closely. In sales
conversations, it’s even easy to miss the lean-in.How do we stop digital tools from interrupting
even our face-to-face interactions?Lastly, as we all know, technology creates masks. Today we
all have the option of concealing what we really feel and think. Choosing to email or text can
cloak uncomfortable feelings—but it can also create a whole lot of ambiguity and
misunderstanding. For people who like to keep their thoughts and feelings to themselves,
screens provide good camouflage. But that’s not how leaders are built. Even when you’re on a
video conference, gazing back at your own face on the screen makes it harder for you to relax
fully and naturally into the conversation.How can we remain authentic and connected when a
screen divides us?The answer is understanding the cues and signals that we’re sending with our
digital body language and tailoring them to create clear, precise messages.What is implicit in
body language now has to be explicit in our digital body language.WHAT IS DIGITAL BODY
LANGUAGE (AND WHY IS IT IMPORTANT)?Digital Body Language offers a systematic
approach to understanding the signs of the digital world just as we interpret those of the physical
world. It will identify and explain the evolving norms and cues of digital communications within
organizations, and in doing so it will help to create a set of common expectations for
communicating, regardless of distance. It’s a little like a French-English dictionary, but in this
case my mission is to translate in-person body language to such things as punctuation, video
call first impressions, abbreviations, signatures, and the time it takes us to press Send.By
embedding a real understanding of digital body language into your organization or group, you
can implement communication processes that can provide both the structure and the tools to
support a silo-breaking, trust-filled environment. This skill, in turn, will lead to enormous
efficiencies, as people will spend less time wondering about that period or (lack of) exclamation



marks.Below are a few practical examples to help you understand how traditional body language
has been “translated” into digital body language.Traditional Body Language involves: a head
tilted to one side, signaling that another person is listening attentively.Digital Body Language
involves: “liking” a text. Praising another person’s input in an email. Making a detailed comment
verbally or in the chat box during a video call when someone expresses an idea, instead of just
saying, “I agree.”Traditional Body Language involves: stroking your chin or pausing for a few
seconds, signaling that you’re thinking about what’s just been said.Digital Body Language
involves: taking a few extra minutes to respond to a text, indicating respect for what it says.
Writing a long or detailed response to an email that shows thought and focus. Pausing during a
conference call to take in what’s been said instead of blurting out the first thing that comes to
mind.Traditional Body Language involves: smiling. (It’s contagious. Our smile lights up the areas
of the brain linked to happiness, which is why the people we smile at tend to smile back and/or
feel a stronger sense of connection with us.)Digital Body Language involves: using exclamation
points and emojis (well, within reason). Adding a simple Have a great weekend to the end of an
email. Laughing during a video meeting.Traditional Body Language involves: nodding. Bobbing
our heads up and down makes us seem both interested and approachable. Nods, like smiles,
are infectious, meaning that if we nod while we’re speaking, others are more likely to go along
with what we say.Digital Body Language involves: responding promptly to a text, showing
engagement by replying to an email with substantive comments. Writing I completely agree with
what you’re saying in the group chat during a Microsoft Teams meeting. Using a thumbs-up
emoji in a video meeting.The skill set that this book teaches will set you up to be your best—to
deliver new ideas, speak truth to power, operate with confidence in fuzzy situations, and engage
others in ways that complement your brand. It will restore emotional nuance to team
engagement in ways that are clear, transparent, and long-lasting. With this book as your guide,
you’ll be able to create new norms of collaboration and behavior that reduce misunderstandings
and enable you to lead with more clarity.Not least, my mission in Digital Body Language is to
help you stand out as a great communicator (and thereby a great leader).In order to truly
understand this new ideal of communication, we need to understand the four laws of digital body
language: Value Visibly, Communicate Carefully, Collaborate Confidently, and Trust Totally.We’ll
take them in order.Value VisiblyThe first law is based on the fact that the traditional signals and
cues we use to show our appreciation for other people—a relieved smile, a handshake, a
handwritten thank-you note—are either invisible in digital communication or take too much time
and effort to implement. Value Visibly is about being attentive and aware of others, while also
communicating that “I understand you” and “I appreciate you.”Valuing Visibly means we’re
always sensitive to other people’s needs and schedules. Valuing Visibly means we understand
that reading the emails in our inbox with care and attention is the new art of listening. When we
Value Visibly, we’re willing to sit with others’ discomfort without feeling the need to fix or resolve
it. Valuing Visibly means recognizing other people—and not being in a hurry about it
either.Inevitably, Valuing Visibly leads to greater levels of respect and trust. One time, I tried to



schedule a phone call with a senior executive who had expressed interest in working with me.
Over the next five months, she rescheduled three times. But she didn’t just cancel the meetings
—she stood me up. After the first no-show, I sent a follow-up email, and her assistant
rescheduled our call. (There was no “I’m sorry” from the executive, or even a madcap excuse.)
The second time she didn’t show up, her assistant apologized and again rescheduled. The third
time, there was nothing, just dead air. A few months later, this same executive emailed me, as if
nothing had happened between us, for advice on how to join a club where I was a member. This
time it was my turn not to reply. Could I really recommend her to my peers?By “respect,” I’m not
talking about niceties or apologies. Respect means that others feel appropriately valued,
included, or acknowledged. Respect means proofreading your email before sending it. Respect
means honoring other people’s time and schedules and not canceling meetings at the last
second or delaying your response to an email so long that people have to chase you down.
Respect means not using the mute button during a conference call to attend to five other things
as someone is talking. Respect means writing clear subject lines in meeting invitations that
explain exactly why you are requesting another person’s time. (At a minimum, respect is about
spelling that person’s name right!)Valuing Visibly also means acknowledging that solutions that
may work in one context might not work in others. Imagine you’ve just pulled an all-nighter on a
project, and your boss responds with ty or tx. It’s not enough, right? In fact, it can be enraging.
Now, imagine handing this same project to your boss in person, and getting a smile and a “thank
you.” You’d feel better. Valuing Visibly is about making the time and effort to communicate the
equivalent of a smile or “thank you” across digital channels.Communicate CarefullyThe second
law of digital body language, Communicate Carefully, involves making a continuous effort to
minimize the risk of misunderstanding and misinterpretation by being as clear as possible in
your words and digital body language. We Communicate Carefully when we establish
unambiguous expectations and norms about which channels we use, what we include in our
messages, and whom we include on the recipient list. We Communicate Carefully when we
know why each person copied on the message is accountable, and who is responsible for the
next steps.Communicating Carefully goes a long way toward eliminating confusion.
Communicating Carefully allows for a consistent understanding of each team member’s
requirements and needs, helping to streamline communication and reduce inefficiencies in
teamwork. Finally, Communicating Carefully leads to alignment.Has the following ever happened
to you? You and your team have been working hard to initiate a great new idea. When it’s ready
to go, everyone is exhausted but exhilarated. It’s time to reap the rewards for all that hard work!
However, at this point, the company lawyers step in, ask a few questions, and either kill the
project outright or redesign it enough so it’s no longer recognizable.Or what about the marketing
team at a professional services firm that spends months on a new product offering only to realize
that another operations team had already created the exact same thing a year before?Or how
about the team that can’t agree on whether a project was a success or a failure because they
never agreed on the metrics of success?Regardless of the scenario, time is wasted, energy is



sapped, and the workplace mood shifts from buoyant to discouraged. Why did no one realize
this was an issue? Answer: there was no clear communication between silos. The legal team
wasn’t brought in until the last second. The compliance officers had no say during the planning
stages. Customers were not listened to. The marketing and accounting leads never got together
and said, Here is what I want, here is what I think, let’s get on the same page.Communicating
Carefully means that people have to agree on whether or not a given project is necessary or in
sync with the organization. Communicating Carefully means keeping employees and teams
informed and up-to-date, and then checking in consistently to support their efforts. Who is
working on what, and why? Personally, I’ve lost count of the number of times team members
jump into projects without taking ten minutes to consider the principals involved, only to find out
three months later that another team has been doing the exact same work.But the biggest
impediment to alignment is a lack of clarity. Communicating Carefully restores that alignment
through digital body language signals and cues—from realizing that a “brief” message is not
always a “clear” one, to eliminating tone-deaf language, to everything in between.Collaborate
ConfidentlyThe third law, Collaborate Confidently, is about the freedom to take conscious risks
while trusting that others will support your decisions.Collaborating Confidently means managing
the fear, uncertainty, and worry that define modern workplaces—and understanding that even
when things get crazy, employees are there to support one another and work together to avoid
failure.Collaborating Confidently means empowering people to respond with care and patience
instead of pressing them to respond to everything immediately in a 24/7
workplace.Collaborating Confidently means prioritizing thoughtfulness while reducing
groupthink behavior. What does that look like? Well, it might mean allowing the one remote
member of a team to moderate a live meeting, creating a sense of inclusion and also reducing
the bias we tend to have toward teammates who are physically present in the room. It might
mean using the virtual chat tool in a video meeting to collect team opinions before calling on
people with different ideas to speak up instead of listening to the loudest people who agree with
one another first. It might mean designing a structure for work requests in email so that no one is
left speculating wildly about the meaning of an exchange that ends with the letter K. It might
even mean something as straightforward as making sure that team members always have what
they need to move forward.Collaborating Confidently decreases the chance of getting
simultaneously trapped between being overattentive and underattentive, for example, when you
obsess over minor stuff in one email while racing through others and overlooking important
details.Collaborating Confidently frees us up to overcome our habitual fears and uncertainties
and move forward to action. It allows us to quit obsessing over Did she really mean this? and Is
he angry at me but just isn’t saying so? and Are they giving me the runaround? Instead, we
assume the best intent from others, knowing that no one will succeed at someone else’s cost, or
by misdirection, or by forcing the upper hand.Trust TotallyThe fourth and final law of digital body
language, Trust Totally, happens only after the first three laws have been implemented, yielding
360-degree engagement. The “Totally” part of Trust Totally is key, since it implies the highest



levels of organizational faith, where people tell the truth, keep their word, and deliver on their
commitments.Trusting Totally means you have an open team culture, where everyone knows
they are listened to, where everyone can always ask one another for help, and where everyone
can grant favors whose returns may or may not be immediate. Once the first three laws of digital
body language are in place, leading to Trusting Totally, congratulations! You’ve broken the
stranglehold of fear and uncertainty in your organization and are on your way to assembling the
always elusive perfect team.Why? Because when we Trust Totally, we get the most out of
people. By creating psychological safety on our teams (beginning with our leaders’ own digital
body language), our actions create trickle-down calm. Once trust exists, anything that helps
support it is prioritized, and everything impeding or distracting from it is addressed and dealt
with.But let’s be clear: Trust Totally doesn’t mean we extend unconditional trust to everyone—
especially people with whom we’ve had negative or unresolved experiences in the past. Instead,
Trust Totally refers to a workplace environment where no one wastes time sweating the small
stuff, where an ambiguously worded message or late-to-arrive response doesn’t automatically
give rise to fear, anxiety, or insecurity, and where we confidently assume everyone is on our side.
This is a pretty big ask these days, but Trust Totally works.Over the years I’ve worked with some
truly overbearing people. I once worked for a boss who invaded my every waking moment. She
began drilling my inbox with emails at 9:00 p.m., usually when I was in the supermarket, pushing
around a cart at the end of a long workday. If I didn’t reply within five minutes, the urgent texts
would begin: I need the report on the Chicago meeting! Did you finish? Where is it? I would
surrender my half-filled cart, run home, work late, get it off to her by midnight, and fall asleep. At
6:00 a.m., I would wake up to a new text, along the lines of Let’s chat this morning to review the
report.Clearly this was one case where Trust Totally was impossible to implement. I did not feel
Valued Visibly; my boss’s messages were not Communicated Carefully; and we were decidedly
not Collaborating Confidently. In the years since, I’ve found that when a foundation of Trust
Totally exists, people are much more willing to say what they mean without fearing criticism or
reprisal, and they may in fact come up with substantive improvements, even in tough situations
like the one in which I found myself with my old boss. Trusting Totally can help transform a
passive-aggressive or dominating colleague from an obnoxious pill to, believe it or not, a decent
person.Finally, Trusting Totally leads to empowerment. Yes, I know, empower and empowerment
are so overused that they’ve become meaningless. So often leaders tell teams, “I want to
empower you,” but they aren’t willing to give up even a sliver of control to allow other voices to
contribute. So, the concept can’t help but ring a little false. But in the context of Trust Totally,
empowerment means giving people full ownership of their work, as well as the resources they
need to finish it.Empowerment means everyone feels safe to speak up, to introduce a
controversial perspective, or to simply say, “This isn’t working for me” without fearing they’ve
created new enemies. Empowerment implies high levels of psychological safety, clear channels
of information flow, candid discussions about how comfortable people are with failure, and clear
ways forward that embed respect, alignment, and action across the workplace.Digital Body



Language is for people whose bosses and colleagues drone on and on about teamwork but
never seem to do what’s necessary to facilitate it. It’s for anyone swamped with in-person
meetings, conference calls, emails, texts, and social media platforms, those who have thrown up
their hands and decided to just set it and forget it.In the next few chapters, you’ll read stories,
learn strategies, and adopt commonsense rules that are designed to strengthen any workplace.
You will learn about subtext, punctuation, pace, pausing, delay, the signals and cues of power
and dominance, and the differences in digital body language across genders, generations, and
cultures. Whether you lead a team or work alongside someone you can’t understand, or you
simply wonder why there’s so little empathy around you, this book is for you. My goal is simple:
to save you time, liberate you from fear and worry, and make seemingly indecipherable signals
and cues as clear as a handshake, a head nod, an eye roll, a smile, or a ringing “Way to go!”SO
YOU WANT TO COMMUNICATE …… TRUST:Traditional Body Language: keep your palms
open; uncross your arms and legs; smile and nod.Digital Body Language: use language that is
direct with clear subject lines; end emails with a friendly gesture (Text me if you need anything!
Hope this helps.); never bcc anyone without warning; mirror the sender’s use of emojis and/or
informal punctuation.… ENGAGEMENT:Traditional Body Language: lean in with your body as
another person is talking; uncross your arms and legs; smile; nod; make direct eye
contact.Digital Body Language: prioritize timely responses; send responses that answer all
questions or statements in the previous message (not just one or two); send a simple Got it! or
Received if the message doesn’t merit a longer response; don’t use the mute button as a license
to multitask; use positive emojis like thumbs-up or smiley faces.… EXCITEMENT:Traditional
Body Language: speak quickly; raise your voice; express yourself physically by jumping up and
down or tapping your fingers on your desk.Digital Body Language: use exclamation points and
capitalization; prioritize quick response times; send multiple messages in a row without getting a
response first; use positive emojis (smiley faces, thumbs-up, high fives).…
URGENCY:Traditional Body Language: raise your voice; speak quickly; point your finger (or
make any other exaggerated gesture).Digital Body Language: use all caps paired with direct
language or sentences that end in multiple exclamation marks; opt for a phone call or a meeting
over a digital message; skip greetings; use formal closings, Reply All, or Cc to direct attention;
issue the same message on multiple digital channels simultaneously.CHAPTER 2Why Are You
So Stressed?Navigating Power Plays and AnxietyWe all love to hate the horrible bosses we see
in movies like Wall Street, Office Space, Swimming with Sharks, and The Devil Wears Prada (if
you’ve never watched Meryl Streep shred an intern with a cold stare as she croons sardonically,
“Please bore someone else with your questions,” stream The Devil Wears Prada tonight).1 Yet
are these Hollywood archetypes really that much more exaggerated than some of the toxic work
colleagues we’ve all experienced?
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Alex, “A Great Guide for the Digital Age!. Digital Body Language helped me understand the
signals and cues I was unintentionally sending through my emails and texts. A lot of my work has
been digital so this book is a great guide on understanding how to best communicate and
collaborate digitally. It's also helped me properly address urgent requests in my messages in an
effort to avoid creating any anxiety on the receiving end. I highly recommend this book!”

Price Pritchett, Ph.D., “Erica Dhawan: The Emily Post for Digital Age Etiquette & Influence!. So
much of today's social interaction (via email, texts, tweets, and such) is devoid of all-important
nonverbal visual signals. Digital Body Language highlights the risks this brings to our online
communications, then shows how to present ourselves with tact, clarity, and effectiveness.Erica
also provides great coaching on how to manage your visual presence online, as in Zoom calls or
with Microsoft Teams. Neuroimaging studies show that your first crack at influencing others
occurs in the initial 1/20th of a second of your encounter with another person. Your brain's mirror
neurons fire off automatically and instantly shape the other person's response. Digital Body
Language positions you to manage this critical mirroring that goes back and forth.Good book.
Worth the money!”

Dr Sharon Melnick, “Prevent enormous time and energy wastes with this well researched book
for our times. This is the book for our times - it helped me and will help every reader prevent the
enormous waste of time and emotional effort that happens from daily digital communication
misunderstandings. Erica Dhawan has done exhaustive research and is a master at helping us
understand these challenges in a helpful structured way. I nodded my head on every page - "Oh
yes, I've experienced that!" The book provides practical strategies you and your team, your
friends, and family can use to have smooth communication that helps you feel warm
connections and get big things done.”

Anne Janzer, “Have you been offending or confusing people with your digital body language?.
From punctuation (!!!) to response time to email sign-offs, our online actions broadcast
emotions and meanings we may not intend.As workplaces become more hybrid and virtual, it’s
more important than ever that we learn to master not only the words we use, but also the non-
verbal signals we send. Whether you’re a digital native or a “digital adapter,” you’ll find solid
advice about communicating more effectively at work—and in your personal life as well!”

Liz Guthridge, “Settling the wild west of "digital body language". Reading Erica Dhawan’s
insightful and practical new book about "digital body language" made me realize the extent to
which we’re all pioneers in this area. We’re still exploring and settling into the digital
communication frontier. It’s like the American Wild West from the 1840’s in cyberspace with “1”
and “0”’s. We’ve been navigating trails without any clear rules of the road as well as working



without set laws or even many guidelines. Plus, those who hold traditional positions of
organizational power are often the novice digital cowhands, which can make matters more
confusing.Dhawan’s new book can help us maneuver the digital terrain, improve working
relationships, and reduce digital communication friction. In her book, Dhawan defines “digital
body language,” explains what it means and provides four laws to follow – all helpful in settling
the digital world.”

Tasha Eurich, “Masterful book on the new rules of digital communication. This book is a great
read; it’s a worthy buy and it will inspire you to make the changes you want to see happen in your
digital workplace. You will read several very entertaining stories about many people who have
mastered or failed at digital body language and what to do differently moving forward. No matter
what you get out of it, you won’t be disappointed. :)”

LeAnn, “Getting to know your digital profile. This is the first time I had heard "digital body
language" as a phrase or really a "thing" we all do. The author interweaves stories and
examples all through the book which creates interest and entertainment at times and makes it
easy to comprehend the concepts.This book is good for companies and teams, and also the
individual. I am in sales and this got me thinking about how I interact with my clients and how to
improve.This book will also enlighten areas of communication that may be a struggle between
others and help you identify how to modify you behavior to improve to prevent further issues.”

Ashima Jain, “With 70% communication from behind a digital screen this book helps you
navigate the new normal.. “You see, these days, we don’t talk the talk or even walk the talk. We
write the talk.”Roughly 70% of all communication among teams is virtual and 50% of the time the
“tone” of our emails is misinterpreted. Non-verbal cues make up 60-80% of face-to face
communication. Humans rely on body language to connect and build trust, but with most of our
communication happening from behind a screen, traditional body language signals are no
longer visible.This is where Digital Body Language becomes important. Signs that were implicit
when communicating in the physical world have to now be made explicit by tailoring the
communication we send out.This book, supported by case stories, presents strategies to
enhance your digital body language, thereby strengthening your communication. An important
aspect it covers is the differences in Digital Body Language across gender, generation and
culture. What is normal to one, may not be to another which often creates biases.In the new
modern workplace not limited to offices, or communication mediums not limited to email,
physical and digital body language are inseparable.Providing a better understanding of how
digital body language can help build trust and authenticity, this book will transform the way you
connect by allowing you to build stronger relationships, be it in your professional space or in your
personal relationships.For complete review, visit aquamarineflavours.wordpress.com”



Hande Z, “Reply all?. This is a well-organised, lucidly written book about how to communicate
using a digital device such as email and WhatsApp. The advice is sound although some may
think that they are just common-sense advice. It is, but take it as a refresher course or as a
primer. We spend (according to surveys) about two hours a day on social media. If we are
careless in our writing, we offend friends. If we are careless with our colleagues, they (and our
bosses) may misunderstand us and the working relationship may be eroded. What is important
and enlightening is that different generations have dissimilar writing practices. The ellipsis is a
passive-aggressive punctuation mark and is preferred by older generations (who do not use
exclamation marks much). The two broad categories of digital users are the native and the
adapter users. Native users are more informal in their writing style whereas the adapter
generation (age 35 and above) tend to be more formal. It has commonly-used phrases and their
passive-aggressive undertones. For example, ‘Going forward’ carries the implied warning, ‘Don’t
ever do this again’. Some of the book’s best advice is about taking time to read incoming
messages, taking time to reply, and writing well is a mark of empathy. As to taking time to reply,
the author discusses the different situations and what counts as a reasonable time in each.”

Aina, “Must read if you work in a digital space. I ordered this book on the same day it was
released and finished in 3 hours!What captured me right away, other than Erica's personal story,
which is very much related to mine, is the question, "How do we show appreciation nowadays?"
Nowadays, there are so many talks around increasing productivity working from home, but
nobody really asks how we can appreciate those who we are working with: nobody but Erica.In
her work, Erica dug deeply into our collaboration by texts and emails, and I found myself in some
examples. I also tried to keep my emails short not to waste people's time and know that English
is not my first language, but the others found them dry and unfriendly.I think it becomes a drama
of the 21st century being misinterpreted more than 50% of the time (Erica provided researches
on that) communicating digitally. So, I highly recommend this book to read to bring our
collaboration and relationships to the next level!”

ALINE VON BAHTEN, “Must read for anyone who communicate with other people. The author
explains how we can improve our communications skills. She shared stories that make us think
in all the times we were not understood or we had offended someone. She did that buy sharing
her vulnerability and make us feel normal and dive in this book that can save your job, your (and
your colleagues’) mental health.”

The book by Erica Dhawan has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 346 people have provided feedback.
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